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Abstract

The efficiency with which complex, large-scale organisations respond to emergencies and
critical situations depends crucially on the co-ordination of actions and communication
among decision makers. However, decision makers have typically few opportunities to train
distributed crisis management under artificial, yet realistic conditions; and at the same time,
real emergencies occur fortunately so relatively infrequently that few decision makers have a
chance of establishing a useful real-life experience of crisis management. There is therefore
a need for having available realistic and flexible multi-user training environments in which
co-ordinated response to crises or emergencies may be trained.
The objective of the MUSTER project (Multi-User System for Training and Evaluating
Environmental Emergency Response) is to produce specifications for a training system
supporting collaborative training and evaluation directed to the special needs of
environmental emergency management.
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Summary

The efficiency with which complex, large-scale organisations respond to emergencies
and critical situations depends crucially on the co-ordination of actions and
communication among decision makers. However, decision makers have typically few
opportunities to train distributed crisis management under artificial, yet realistic
conditions; and at the same time, real emergencies occur fortunately so relatively
infrequently that few decision makers have a chance of establishing a useful real-life
experience of crisis management. There is therefore a need for having available
realistic and flexible multi-user training environments in which co-ordinated response
to crises or emergencies may be trained.

At the same time, a flexible training environment supporting tactical training of co-
ordinated emergency response can be used as a platform on the basis of which not
only emergency response capability can be evaluated but also different procedures and
practices and even control systems may be assessed before they are put into real use.

The objective of the MUSTER project (Multi-User System for Training and
Evaluating Environmental Emergency Response) is to produce specifications for a
training system supporting collaborative training and evaluation directed to the special
needs of environmental emergency management. Based on preliminary requirement
specifications for the MUSTER system, prototypes for two selected applications have
been developed in order to allow end-users of the MUSTER system to try out selected
functionalities and user interfaces, and comment and suggest for improvements in
order to refine and optimise the conclusive requirement specifications.

Even though the knowledge elicitation for developing the requirement specifications
of the MUSTER system is based on specific applications, the knowledge has been
generalised, and the final specifications are for a generic training system usable for
training of emergency situations in various domains.

A software tool - called the MUSTER kernel - that provides the facilities needed to
build training and evaluation systems for emergency managers for specific domains
and sites is described by detailed specifications of the MUSTER architecture, the
central database, the system integration and communication, and modelling of
resources. The MUSTER system is planned for two types of users, the supervisor
being the person responsible for planning and executing the training session, and the
trainees being the decision makers to be trained in coordinated performance coping
with emergency situations.

The following figure shows schematically the different phases of the use of the
Generic MUSTER kernel
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The supervisor carries out the following tasks in using the MUSTER system for
training and evaluation related purposes:

Configuration consists of defining and implementing all features that are permanent
for a site and for a particular domain. The result of configuration is a MUSTER
training system for a specific domain and a specific site.

Planning consists of defining and implementing all features that are necessary for a
specific session. The result is a definition of a training session that can be executed by
the MUSTER training system.

Execution consists of monitoring the trainees, controlling their displays and their
communications, performing the simulated emergency, managing the session,
controlling resources, initiating domain events, sending messages, making
pedagogical interventions, communicating with the trainees, etc. The result is
delivered training and data to support the evaluation and debriefing phase.

Evaluation and debriefing consist of analysing the training session and discuss with
the trainees the decisions and actions undertaken. The result is, hopefully, improved
performance in a possible future emergency situation.

The trainees are persons being trained by means of the MUSTER training system.
During training the MUSTER system will provide support to the trainees for their
mutual communication and their communication with the external world, their
engagement of the resources that are available to them in response to the emergency at
hand, and their coordination of actions.
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1. Introduction

MUSTER - Multi-User System for Training and Evaluating environmental emergency
Response, is a training system especially dedicated to improving the co-ordination of
efforts of decision makers in emergency management. The MUSTER project was
partially funded by CEC, and the MUSTER consortium included nine participants
from four different European countries. The project was initiated in 1993 and planned
for two years; however, due to the possibility of testing the use of virtual reality for
the user interface of the trainees, the MUSTER project was extended by 6 months
with the new official ending 1 July 1995.

Even though experience is the most efficient way to train how to handle difficult
situations, the real world is not necessarily the best teacher, partly due to the low
frequency with which specific emergency situations arise, and partly due to the risk in
provoking dangerous situations just in order to build up the experience necessary for
maintaining a high and effective preparedness for possible future hazardous events.

So, due to the fortunate low frequency of major emergency situations, training of
emergency management organisations is of vital importance in order to minimise the
consequences of catastrophic events. The entire emergency management organisation
coping with large emergency situations is normally built up by various units like fire
brigade, police forces, civil defence, hospitals, etc., and the skills to be trained exist
mainly on three different levels: the skill of the individuals in each of these units, the
efficiency of each unit per se, and finally, the co-ordinated performance of the units in
order to obtain the optimal overall efficiency of emergency management.

The individual skill as well as the separate efficiency of each organisational unit are
effectively trained inside each unit by frequent exercises and drills, and their
optimisation in not the goal of the training supported by MUSTER.

2. Objectives

The goal of MUSTER is to develop advanced and efficient means of supporting the
co-operative training among the various units forming the complete emergency
management organisation. One way of carrying out co-operative training is full scale
exercises, i.e. exercises in which all aspects of emergency response are carried out
physically. Only the physical process of the emergency situation itself: the fire, the
explosions, etc. is not present. Full scale exercises are the most realistic training set-up
in order to train all aspects of a co-ordinated emergency response.

Figure 1 to 3 demonstrates the change from real emergency situations over field
exercises to training sessions simulating the endangered environments.
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Figure 1 shows a real emergency situation with a burning tank and with all the "on-
site" personnel present. Furthermore, the on-site organisation is backed up by their
respective headquarters situated in a near-by temporary control room set-up or, as in
most situations, situated at, e.g., the police station and fire brigade station,
respectively.

Figure 2 indicates a full scale training exercise with the emergency management
resources represented partly at the site of the emergency and partly in remote
command centres. The resources in a full scale exercise are normally the same as
those involved in a real emergency situation, and this may easily add up to a huge
amount of people. This is, therefore, typically an extremely expensive form of
training, and even more, a form which is difficult to control in detail. Thus, it is often
infeasible to pause or revert in case the evolution does not follow the line planned in
advance in order to convey the most efficient training in relation to the objectives of
the training session.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of full scale training, training systems like
MUSTER are used. The support offered by MUSTER embraces the phases of
planning, execution, and evaluation. Similarly, the objectives of MUSTER are
threefold:

• to support trainers or "drill supervisors" in the planning phase - by offering an
authoring environment - in developing training scenarios based on specific training
needs, the possible vulnerable objects, and the available resources, human as well
as technical;

• to support the supervisor and his aides during the execution of a training scenario,
by offering a simulation of the emergency environments giving the supervisor the
best possible overview of the situation, of the events automatically or manually
carried into effect, and of the actions of the trainees; furthermore, to support the
presentation of the actual situation to the trainees in a plausible way as compared
with the visual impression they would have in a real life situation;

• to support the supervisor in the debriefing and evaluation phase by allowing him to
review and present in an easy way specific situations selected during the scenario
execution.

Risø-R-911 (EN)
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Figure 3, Simulated environments

Figure 3 shows the simulated emergency situation with the decision makers situated
partly in a training location giving presentations of the scenario as mentioned above,
and partly located in the remote command centres in the same way as for a real
emergency situation.

Besides the ability to control the training scenario in high details by using the training
environments, this will moreover allow training of a selected part of the emergency
managing units by letting the role of the remaining parts be taken by the supervisor or
his aides. All communication with these units will be responded to by the supervisor
in a way similar to the possible response from the missing unit; so, the trainees will
have no indications if they are co-operating with a real emergency managing unit or
with someone plying that role.

3. Conceptual models

Detailed analysis of actual domains in which the MUSTER applications will be
developed, and of the organisations dealing with the class of emergency situations to
be used for testing the MUSTER specifications, have provided input for the final
requirements of the extensive MUSTER training system. Based on this analysis a
generic modelling of application domains and emergency managing organisations
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have been completed as briefly described below; and furthermore, a training and
evaluation framework has been created in order to support the planning and evaluation
of training sessions.

3.1 Domain Model Framework

The domain model framework is based upon the layer presentation used in GIS
systems (Geographical Information Systems). The layout layer specifying the training
area, normally in form of a more or less schematic map of the area, is implemented as
the basic layer. On top of this layer is placed the resource layer, i.e. human
organisations and their equipment active for emergency management in the area. The
layout layer and the static part of the resource layer represent the static knowledge of
the domain itself, and implementation of these parts configure the MUSTER training
system for a given domain. The scenario layer - presenting situations and events
related to the training session - is placed on top of these layers, and will complete the
set-up as a pre-planned executable training session.

3.2 Cooperative Working Framework

The Cooperative Working framework based on the Organisational Model1* serves
three purposes: First, it represents explicitly, when filled out in detail, the concrete
emergency management, EM, organisational set-up and the escalation of the EM
activity in a particular domain. Second, it is used as a means of identifying the general
and the specific tasks which each organisational unit must fulfil during an emergency.
Third, it is a stepping stone towards representing the required flow of information
among units at different stages of an emergency. Moreover, the cooperative working
framework is an important tool for the evaluation phase of a training session. In the
planning phase the supervisor may use the framework to perform the expected
escalation of the emergency organisation in relation to the escalation of the planned
emergency situation; and comparison of these expectations with the actual
organisational expansion, logged in the database as calls of new units during the
execution of the training session, may serve as a basis for discussions during the
evaluation phase.

3.3 Framework for Training and Evaluation

The framework for training and evaluation provides a set of concepts for
characterising training and evaluation practices in emergency management
organisations. These concepts are meant as a support of training managers/consultants
and supervisors to structure interviews aimed at eliciting information from end-users
in order to devise an appropriate configuration of a multi-user training simulator and
to plan appropriate training and evaluation sessions, respectively.

That is, the training and evaluation framework will prompt the persons responsible for
configuring and planning the training sessions to be fully aware of the background and
the objectives of a given training session; e.g. methods of and reasons for training and
evaluation in relation to the individuals involved and the context in which the training
and evaluation is given. This awareness is of utmost importance for obtaining the
highest efficacy and value of the training.
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4. MUSTER architecture

The architecture of the Generic MUSTER Kernel has been designed to be used in a
number of different domains. Therefore, during the process of analysis and design a
number of functions common for domain specific data in various domains were
separated; these functions must provide support for the training, planning and
debriefing facilities required by the system.

Another main objective of the Generic MUSTER Kernel was to design a system that
could make use of a variety of means for display and communication. The prototypes
were demonstrated in both pure PC versions, a version including a virtual reality
display facility, and a version using real telephones and radios. In all setups the kernel
of the system was the same. This flexibility of the system was achieved by providing
the kernel with an interface for external modules. The external modules that followed
the specification of the external interface could then be integrated and used with the
kernel as indicated in figure 4.

I Planning

Control of
Execution

If

/
Fax

Training

Control of
Resources

11 Evaluation 1

Resource
Database

1 / '

Trainee
Terminal

Video External
Simulator

Fig. 4, The Generic Kernel Concept

4.1 Functional architecture

The design principle of the architecture resulted in the design of a number of
functional modules separated from the modules controlling data, display,
communication, etc.

4.1.1 Functional modules

The functional modules provide the three main functions involved in training using
the MUSTER system: planning, training and evaluation. In figure 5 this is illustrated
by the layered architecture. The top layer represents the three different user interfaces
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to the functions of planning, training and evaluation, the next layer represents the
kernel of the system, being the part that provides the functionality.

Planning Training Evaluation

The Muster Kernel

I
Windows For Workgroups

t
Network

Figure 5, The layered architecture

The MUSTER Kernel provides the main functionality of the system by means of
modules controlling the resources of the trainees, the development of the scenario and
of the external simulators being used. This is illustrated in figure 6.

Resource
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Scenario
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Simulator
Control

; External
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Fig 6, MUSTER Kernel functionality
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4.1.1.1 Planning

The Muster Scenario Overview Module (SOM)2'3) is an input/output module which
serves to provide the training supervisor with a global and dynamically updated
overview of scripted events, actions and messages. The Muster SOM provides the
training supervisor, during the planning phase, with a graphical representation of pre-
planned events, actions and messages. The representation being in the form of
decision/event tree. Branching points indicate alternative routes of the scenario or
subscripts which can be invoked by trainee actions fir decisions by the training
supervisor.

4.1.1.2 Execution

During execution, i.e. training, the MUSTER system supports the trainees and the
supervisor. The trainees are provided with means for communication and means for
manipulating the resources available to them. They are also able to investigate the
state of each of their resources. The means for communication support the
communication with the other trainees and with the off-site centers. The means for
manipulation of resources let the trainees engage their resources in actions to protect
and save both people and objects of the site that need protection. The trainees are only
able to engage resources available at the site.

The supervisor can monitor both the communications and the actions of the trainees.
The communication between the trainees is presented to the supervisor at his desktop.
The supervisor has full overview of all the resources involved in the session. He is
able both to inspect the state of each resource and to carry out all actions that can be
carried out using that resource. The supervisor is also able to change the simulation of
the actions of the resources. He can speed up or slow down the duration of all actions,
thus simulating delays, unforeseen obstacles, etc. Finally, the supervisor is able to
change the input parameters to the external simulation. He can change the weather
conditions, the direction of the wind and the temperature.

To support the supervisor he is given an overview of the site in a Geographical
Information System. By means of this he can inspect the development of the effects of
the external simulations, e.g. the dispersion of the plume of gasses or the heat flux
from a simulated fire. The session control allows the supervisor to slow down or speed
up the session clock. This clock gives the session time to all trainees. He can also
pause and restart the session clock.

4.1.1.3 Debriefing and evaluation

This module has been implemented only partially for the MUSTER prototype. But
Risø has developed software and hardware in the context of an in-house project
(MULTIMO3>4)) which support entirely debriefing and evaluation requirements. The
key requirements to such a module are that the supervisor be able
• to record from video cameras in trainee rooms synchronous A/V tracks of all key

trainee communication and interaction;
• to annotate on-line all interesting episodes during the training session; and
• to access any and all such episodes with ease during the debriefing session, which

usually follow immediately upon the training session.
14 Risø-R-911(EN)



Episodes of interest are then replayed along with logged system states - synchronous
A/V tracks may be played and accessed from a central PC, and selections of relevant
recordings and logs may be shown to trainees. This technique has been in use for
several years in aviation training in connection with Crew Resource Management
Courses5).

4.2 Data architecture

4.2.1 Data modelling

The data modelling in MUSTER is used to provide simple simulation of object
behaviour. The purpose is not to perform a complete simulation of the functionality of
objects, but to provide plausible reactions to the trainee operation of resources in order
to focus the training on the coordination between the emergency management units. It
is used to identify non-optimal uses of resources, which has an influence on the
success of the emergency management.

Modelling objects include:
1) resources:

• human resources
• equipment resources

2) risk object:
• human risk objects
• equipment risk objects

The modelling includes representation of dependencies between objects, e.g., it
requires two fire men to rescue an immobile victim.

4.2.2 Database structure

The database enables modelling of resources and risk objects, each subdivided into
human and equipment sub-types.

The structure consists of four tables: Objects, Class Attributes, Instance Attributes,
and Behaviour.

Objects and Attributes are used to describe instances of the resources and risk-objects.
Behaviour describes the behaviour of the objects, depending on the actual type of the
object and the attribute. Each property of the tables is followed by a short description.
Following the structure the logic behind it is explained.

5. Illustrative Prototypes

Illustrative prototypes have been developed in relation to the two MUSTER
applications, the Danish application concerning a railway accident including leak of
toxic material and the Italian application concerning an oil port accident including fire
and explosions on oil tankers in the port area. The aim of these prototypes were in no
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way to implement complete training systems; but just to present functionality and user
interfaces to the end-users in order to have end-user feed-back commenting and
suggesting for improvements.

5.1 Physical set-up

One possibility of a physical set-up - utilised in the Danish application - including
four PCs, one ONYX (Silicon Graphics), and one monitor, all connected in a network,
is shown in figure 7. The presentation for the trainees - the "VR-pres." and the "GIS
monitor" situated in a specific location for the trainees - shows a virtual reality
environment, VR, at the ONYX, and environmental indication meters on the "GIS
monitor" indicating the intensity of a possible heat radiation from fires or smell from
toxic materials. This set-up will give a convincing representation of a real life
situation with the possibility of walking around in the area for inspection and having
included the visual impression, the feeling ,and the smell. Sounds related to
emergency situations, e.g. explosions, the crackling of fire, the sound of hooters, or
moaning casualties - very effective stressing parameters and very easy to incorporate -
have, however, not been included in the illustrative prototype. When included, taste is
the only sense not represented to the trainees.

VR-pres.

ONYX

VB inter). 1

GIS
monitor

1

PC

IU

Superv. aid

Pentium

VR-slava

Supervisor

Pentium

VB-inlerf. 1

GIS

Pentium

Figure 7, Schematic set-up using VR presentation

Due to the fact that the use of VR representation is rather expensive, another approach
has been developed in which the VR part has been replaced by a set of still-pictures to
be selected - in accordance with the position and line of sight of the trainee - from a
library of illustrations. In this set-up the ONYX computer is replaced by an ordinary
PC.

The communication from the trainees to the supervisor and his aides - normally placed
in another location - is via radios as in a real emergency situation. The supervisor - at
his location - has available the "Supervisor PC" from which he/she is able to
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• control the scenario by changing environmental parameters like wind speed and
direction;

• stress the scenario by introducing additional event in case the trainees are doing too
well, or making it easier if they have a difficult time;

• access the database, e.g. to have an overview of all resources mustered or available;
• change parameters in the database, e.g. the time to go from ordering a resource to

having it available at the sr.ene of emergency.

Furthermore, the supervisor has the monitor - the "VR-slave" - showing the actual
environments selected by the trainees. In order to give an overview of the situation, a
GIS system is available showing a map of the area including the positions of the
hazardous situation and the allocated resources. Finally, the "Superv. aid PC", to be
used by the supervisor or some of his/hers assistants, have input possibilities for
allocating the resources demanded by the trainees at the site.

In other set-ups the "Superv. aid PC" may be situated at the trainee location, and the
trainee may interact directly with the system themselves. This kind of set-up has been
utilised in the Italian application, and it has been tried out in the Danish application as
well.

5.2 User interface

The user interface already indicated above will be elucidated more explicitly for the
supervisor and the trainees, respectively, in the following sections.

5.2.1 Supervisor

Besides the GIS system presenting a map of the area including the accident (a derailed
train in the Danish demo and an exploded tanker in a port area in the Italian demo)
and the resources actually present at the scene (figure 9), the supervisor may have
access to a complete status of all resources and full control of the scenario,
respectively, (figures 10 and 11). The presentation shown in figure 9 will allow the
supervisor to have a complete overview of the scene of the accident and the
environment; furthermore, he/she will have an overview of all resources mustered or
available, isocurves of heat radiation in case of fire, isocurves of toxic concentrations
in a potential plume of toxic material, the position of the commander in charge and his
line of sight, etc. By use of the table of resources shown in figure 10, he/she may have
a detailed overview of the status of all resources and be able to influence their time of
availability. By use of the control panel shown in figure 11, the supervisor will be
able, e.g., to start, pause or stop the scenario, speed up or slow down the scenario
which by default will run in real time, change the weather situation by shifting the
speed or the direction of the wind, or change the temperature by some plausible
amount in relation to the "default" temperature. Both the wind parameters and the
temperature will influence, e.g., the dispersion calculations related to a plume of
smoke or a plume of a possible leak of toxic material.
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Figure 9, GIS representation of the accidental environments

5.2.2 Trainees

As mentioned in section 5.1 the trainees will have a presentation of the site of the
emergency either by the use of VR or by use of a set of still-pictures presenting the
view of the trainee in relation to his position and line of sight. Figures 12 an 13 gives
examples of such views. Furthermore, the trainee may be notified by the "GIS
monitor" as shown in figure 14, indicating the intensity of heat or toxicity at the
location of the commander in charge.
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Figure 10, Status of resources
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Figure 12, Example of the visual presentation to the trainee from the Danish demo

Figure 13, Example of the visual presentation to the trainee from the Italian demo
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Figure 14, Environment metres

Finally, figure 15 shows the means for interacting with the available resources by
calling them to the site or ordering specific actions to be undertaken. This tool may be
used either by the trainee at site or by remote trainees being requested by phone or
radio to do so by the trainee at site.
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Figure 15, User interface for the trainees for manipulating the available resources
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6. MUSTER demonstrations

6.1 Demonstrations related to refinement of specifications

Two prototypes were presented to the end-users being part of the consortium in order
to have feedback for improvements of the preliminary specifications.

A prototype related to a railway accident was presented to the MUSTER participants
from the Danish Railways, and a prototype related to a port accident in the oil port of
Genoa was presented to MUSTER participants from the oil port.

6.1.1 Danish application

The Danish prototype, presented at the premises of DSB (Danish Railways) in
Copenhagen, was functionally developed to a level where a real training session
including trainees from the fire brigade, the police and the rescuing company, Falck,
was tried out.

The general opinion among these professionals was that the system - when completed
- would be a very valuable tool for training; they pointed out especially the advantage
in the reduced number of "resource personnel" as compared to the normal set-up of
tactical training. However, at the time of the demo the implementation of the
presentation to the on-site trainees was very scarce, and the six month extension in
time of the MUSTER project was mainly in order to implement and try out this part of
the system as well.

6.1.2 Italian application

The Italian prototype, presented at the premises of Port of Genoa, was run as a demo.
Among the invited authorities for this demo were persons actually present under the
occurrence of the Hakouyou Maru accident, on which the Italian demo was based. As
a consequence of this, it was clearly demonstrated during the demo that the MUSTER
system is a strong tool for post-mortem evaluation of real accidents even though this
was not included in the primary objectives of MUSTER.

6.2 Public demonstrations

Besides the two testing demos, the MUSTER system has been presented during the
following conferences:

• The TIEMEC'95 conference: The International Emergency Management and
Engineering Conference, May 9-12,1995 in Nice, France. Five papers related to
MUSTER were presented during this conference and included in the proceedings
of the conference2'6>7'8'9).

• The MEMbrain conference: International Aspects of Emergency Management and
Environmental Technology, June 18-21,1995 in Oslo, Norway. Four papers related
to MUSTER were presented during this conference and included in the proceedings
of the conference10'"'12'13), though one of the papers is just an update of one
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published in the TIEMEC-volume.

The Partnership for Peace Workshop/Seminar: Emergency Preparedness
Workshop/Seminar, September 11-15,1995 in Vilnius, Lithuania. No proceedings
from this meeting.

Various demonstrations at Risø including representatives from, e.g., the Danish
preparedness organisation and the health domain in order to investigate the
possibilities of using the MUSTER concepts in relation to new emergency areas.
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